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SYLLABUS 

Brown's Lake is a 453-acre backwater complex approximately 10 miles south 
of Bellevue, Iowa, on the Iowa side of the upper Mississippi River and 
is located in Pool 13. The lake is managed by the U.S. Department of 
Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, as part of the Upper Mississippi 
River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge. Because of sedimentation, this 
area has gone from a lake which was up to 6 feet deep in the 1930's to a 
6- to 18-inch-deep marsh complex. Continued sedimentation with associated 
water quality degradation will increase the frequency of winter fish kill 
and will negatively impact an historically important migratory waterfowl, 
fishery, and furbearer area. 

The purpose of this Definite Project Report is to present a detailed 
proposal for the rehabilitation and enhancement of Brown's Lake. The 
report marks the conclusion of the planning process and will serve as a 
basis for approval of the preparation of final plans and specifications 
and subsequent project construction. 

The recommended plan, termed Basic Development Plan, consists of the 
construction of a deflection levee, water control structure, side channel 
access excavation, and lake dredging to be accomplished at 100 percent 
Federal funding under the authorization of the Upper Mississippi River 
System - Environmental Management Program authority. The purposes of 
these features are to increase deepwater habitat, to enhance oxygen-rich 
water to enter Brown's Lake from the main channel, and to reduce deposition 
of sediment from floodwaters in Brown's Lake. The estimated cost of the 
project is $2,873,000. 
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UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER SYSTEM 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

DEFINITE PROJECT REPORT (R-2) 

BROWN'S LAKE 
REHABILITATION AND ENHANCEMENT 

POOL 13, RIVER MILE 545.8 
UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER 

JACKSON COUNTY, IOWA 

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION 

STUDY AUTHORITY 

The authority for this report is provided by the 1985 Supplemental 
Appropriations Act (Public Law 99-88) and Section 1103 of the Water 
Resources Development Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-662). The proposed 
project would be funded and constructed under this authorization. Section 
1103 is summarized as follows: 

Section 1103. UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER PLAN 

(a)(l) This section may be cited as the Upper Mississippi River 
Management Act of 1986. 

(2) To ensure the coordinated development and enhancement of 
the Upper Mississippi River System (UMR), it is hereby declared to 
be the intent of Congress to recognize that system as a nationally 
significant ecosystem and a nationally significant commercial 
navigation system. Congress further recognizes that the system 
provides a diversity of opportunities and experiences. The system 
shall be administered and regulated in recognition of its several 
purposes. 

(e)(l) The Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of the 
Interior and the States of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, and 
Wisconsin, is authorized to undertake, as identified in the Master 
Plan - 

(A) a program for the planning, construction, and evaluation 
of measures for fish and wildlife habitat rehabilitation and enhance- 
ment; 

(B) implementation of a long-term resource monitoring program; 



(C) implementation of a computerized inventory and analysis 
system; 

(D) implementation of a program of recreational projects; 

(El assessment of the economic benefits generated by 
recreational activities in the system; and 

(F) monitoring of traffic movements on the system. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to present a detailed proposal for the 
rehabilitation and enhancement of Brown's Lake. This report provides 
planning, engineering, and sufficient construction details of the selected 
plan to allow final design and construction to proceed subsequent to 
approval of this document. 

SCOPE 

Brown's Lake is a 453-acre backwater complex approximately 10 miles south 
of Bellevue, Iowa, on the Iowa side of the Upper Mississippi River and is 
located in Pool 13. The project area is approximately at Upper Mississippi 
River mile 545.8 in Jackson County, Iowa (see plate 1). 

The Brown's Lake project consists of habitat rehabilitation and enhance- 
ment. All of the area is included in the Upper Mississippi River National 
Wildlife and Fish Refuge. This area has gone from a lake which was up to 
6 feet deep in the 1930's to a 6- to 18-inch-deep marsh complex. Continued 
sedimentation increases the probability of winter fish kill and negatively 
impacts an historically important migratory waterfowl, fishery, and 
furbearer area. 

The scope of this study has focused on proposing project features that will 
reduce sedimentation, improve existing water quality, restore lost water 
habitat, improve terrestrial habitat, and be consistent with management and 
economic considerations. 
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RELATED STUDIES, REPORTS, AND EXISTING WATER PROJECTS 

STUDIES AND REPORTS 

Upper-M&lssippi River System - Environmental Management Program, General 
Plan, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, North Central Divisiz January 1986, 
with addendums. These documents provide a general plan for the implementa- 
tion of the Environmental Management Program. The Brown's Lake Definite 
Project Report is considered to be an appendix to the General Plan. 
Habitat Rehabilitation and Enhancement projects are intended to enhance or 
rehabilitate aquatic and terrestrial habitat lost or threatened as a result 
of man-induced activities or natural factors. 

Erosion Control Component. An erosion control component for Smith's Creek 
drainage basin of Brown's Lake also has been proposed. This component is 
described under "Development of Alternative Plans." 

Long-Term Resource Monitoring and Computerized Inventory and Analysis. 
Section 1103 of the Upper Mississippi River Management Act of 1986 (Public 
Law X4-662) authorizes long-term data collection and resource monitoring. 
Post-construction monitoring of Brown's Lake will be performed under this 
program. 

Upland Erosion Studies. The Iowa Soil Conservation Service is investi- 
gating basin erosion and resultant runoff sediment. 

Sedimentation Ranges. Sediment ranges are defined and reproducible 
traverses which can be periodically surveyed to determine changes in 
elevations due to sediment movement. The Iowa Department of Natural 
Resources has established three sedimentation ranges in Brown's Lake 
effective in 1983. These ranges and resultant sedimentation have been 
incorporated in this report. 

Fish Surveys. The Iowa Department of Natural Resources has conducted fish 
surveys since 1979. 

EXISTING WATER PROJECTS 

Mississippi River g-foot Channel. The proposed Brown's Lake project is 
adjacent and contiguous to the Mississippi River q-foot channel as author- 
ized by the Rivers and Harbors Act of July 3, 1930. Proposed project 
features of this report will not affect navigation. 



Green Island Levee and Drainage District No. 1. 

The proposed Brown's Lake project is adjacent to the Green Island Levee 
and Drainage District No. 1 which is managed as the Green Island Wildlife 
Management Area. (See plate 4 for location.) Approximately 9.6 miles 
of levees protect some 4,486 acres along the Mississippi River and the 
Maquoketa River (Area No. 2). During construction of the Mississippi River 
Nine-Foot Channel Project, the Federal Government acquired 2,718 acres of 
land in Area No. 2 because it was more economical than payment of the 
estimated capitalized cost of rectification damages. 

In 1943, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-owned land was made available to 
the Department of Interior, who later made the land available to the Iowa 
State Conservation Commission (now Department of Natural Resources). About 
one-fourth of the managed area is farmed on a lease basis with one-third of 
the grain crop being left in the fields for the benefit of wildlife. The 
remaining three-fourths of the managed area consists of natural ponds, 
lowlands, and ditches. 

On September 6, 1955, the Jackson County Board of Supervisors and the Iowa 
Conservation Commission executed an agreement for levee maintenance. The 
agreement provides that the Conservation Commission is responsible for 
maintaining 4.8 miles of levee on or contiguous to the Government-owned 
land. The county supervisors agreed to maintain 4.8 miles of levee which 
protects the district from moderate overbank flows from the Maquoketa 
River. The original construction cost and date of levee construction are 
unknown. 

The principal objectives of this management unit are the production and 
harvest of waterfowl; production of furbearers; support of public fishing; 
and maintenance and improvement of raptor, heron and egret feeding and 
roosting habitat. The area is managed, operated, and maintained by the 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources with an interior controlled water 
level of 585.6 feet MSL (mean sea level). 

SECTION 2 - PLAN FORMULATION 

ASSESSMENT OF WATER AND LAND RESOURCES 

RESOURCE HISTORY 

Brown's Lake is part of the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and 
Fish Refuge as established on June 7, 1924. Original acreage for the 
project was acquired through purchase, donation, and by withdrawal from 
public domain by the Department of Interior. The area was later enlarged 
by additional land acquisitions of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for 
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navigational improvements. These additional tracts are managed as part of 
the refuge under terms of a Cooperative Agreement dated February 14, 1963, 
between the Department of the Army and Department of Interior. 

PRESENT OPERATION AND FEATURES 

Brown's Lake is presently operated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as 
an aquatic backwater habitat. From a flatpool elevation of 583.0 feet MSL, 
the average depth of water Is 6 to 18 inches. Table 1 provides a summary 
of selected existing features. 

TABLE 1 

Brown's Lake Existing Features 

Feature 

Aquatic Conditions 
Area, 
Acres 

Main Channel 
Main Channel Border 
Side Channel 

Adjacent to Green Island Levee 
Lainsville Slough Side Channel 

Sloughs 
River Lake 

Upper Brown's 
Lower Brown's 

Tailwaters 
Marsh 

Lake Perimeter 
Smith's Creek (wetland emergent) 

15 
22 

300 
153 

Total Aquatic 740 

Terrestrial Conditions 

Forest 
Main lands 
Islands (4) 

Brush 
Meadow 
Sand 
Mud Flat 
Agriculture 
Developed 

417 
4 

Total Terrestrial 421 

Total Aquatic and Terrestrial 1,161 
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HYDROLOGY 

During low Mississippi River flows, water presently flows into Upper 
Brown's Lake through a side channel access as shown on plate 2. The 
entrance invert of this channel into Upper Brown's Lake is approximately 
583.5 feet MSL. When Mississippi River levels drop below 583.5, the 
majority of surface river water entering Upper Brown's Lake stops. During 
these times, water surface elevations of Upper and Lower Brown's Lake will 
approximate the water elevation at the junction of Lainsville Slough and 
Lower Brown's Lake. Under low-flow conditions, the hydraulic gradient for 
this reach of the river is approximately 0.25 foot per mile. 

River water overtops the banks during an approximate 2-year event. During 
these events, water enters Brown's Lake by the existing side channels and 
overland. The hydraulic gradient for flood events is approximately 0.4 
foot per mile. 

SEDIMENTATION 

It is estimated that approximately 0.45 inch of sediment per year has been 
deposited in the Brown's Lake area. Sedimentation rates vary from 0.17 
inch per year in Lower Brown's Lake to 1.18 inches per year at the mouth of 
Upper Brown's Lake. These estimates were based on a comparison of similar 
sedimentation ranges from 1930 contour maps (Brown's) and field surveyed 
elevations taken in February 1987. See plate 17 for sedimentation ranges 
and appendix A for sedimentation analyses. A summary of existing 
sedimentation is presented in table 2. 

Smith's Creek is the predominant watershed adjacent to Brown's lake which 
directly contributes significant sediment. Besides the Mississippi River 
watershed at this location, other adjacent and relatively minor watersheds 
are shown on plate 4. The 3,650-acre Smith Creek watershed is approxi- 
mately 50 percent cropland and 50 percent grazed forest and pastureland. 
Most of the cropland is on 5-14 percent slopes, with forest and pastureland 
on 15-25 percent slopes. Sediment is produced from excessive sheet and 
rill erosion on cropland and numerous gullies on the remaining land. The 
relatively small watershed has a high sediment yield based on observations. 
The total soil loss consisting of sheet and gully erosion amounts to 
approximately 28,000 tons per year. According to Iowa Soil Conservation 
Service estimates, approximately 40 percent of the total or 11,200 tons of 
sediment are being delivered to the mouth of Smith's Creek each year. 
Table 2 provides a summary of estimated sedimentation annual volumes. 
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TABLE 2 

Summary of Sedimentation 

c 

- - - - - M e -  
- -  

Annual Sedimentation _--- 
Existing Condltlonfl Sediment Reduction Potential 

Basic Development 
Plan and Updated 

Basic Develop- Upland Erosion 
ment Plan Control 

Feature AC-FT % AC-FT % AC-FT % -- 
Smith's Creek 
Watershed 

Existing 5.6 18.2 NA NA NA NA 
Upland Erosion 

Control NA NA 0 0 5.0 16.7 

Mississippi River 
Existing 25.2 81.8 NA NA NA NA 
Basic Development NA NA 20.1 65.3 20.1 65.3 

Plan 

_I- - - - - 

Total 30.8 100.0 20.1 65.3 26.1 82.0 



Soil borings were taken by Rock Island District personnel in February and 
June 1987. The logs with soil classifications are shown on plates 8 and 
9. Boring B-87-l is located at the delta of the Smith's Creek watershed 
entrance into Upper Brown's Lake. In situ water content and soil classifi- 
cation tests indicate that sediments in this area are approximating 
original river alluvium which is located at approximately 5 to 7 feet from 
the surface. These top sediments have consolidated more effectively and 
have not been affected by surface wave mixing. 

Boring ~-87-2 is located near the outlet of the existing side channel 
access into Upper Brown's Lake. Analysis of sediment in this area shows 
sediments to be predominantly organic fat clays with very high in situ 
water contents which approach the liquid limits of the soils. It appears 
that sediments in this zone have been recently deposited or that they have 
not effectively stabilized to denser soils. 

Borings B-87-4 and B-87-5 are located in Lower Brown's Lake and indicate a 
more stable soil with in situ water contents approaching that of original 
river alluvium. Observed field water quality, fish habitat, and water 
depth all suggest that Lower Brown's Lake should be more conducive to 
aquatic enhancement. 

WATER QUALITY 

Water quality sampling was performed with results presented in appendix B. 
Elutriate analyses showed no parameter significantly exceeding surface 
water quality standards. Dissolved oxygen sampling was conducted during 
the winter of 1986/1987 and will continue in efforts to determine critical 
oxygen demands. This mild and snow-free winter did not specifically show 
problems with dissolved oxygen or observed winter kill. During this 
period, the majority of Brown's Lake was covered with full depth ice. 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources personnel have reported winter 
kill problems during past winters with heavy snow cover. Sampling by 
Rock Island District will continue through construction and as part of 
the Long-Term Resource Monitoring Program. 

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES 

A 1979 fisheries survey conducted by the Iowa Conservation Commission (now 
DNR) documented a diverse fish community of 39 different species. White 
crappie, black crappie, and blue gill are the major sport fish species in 
Upper and Lower Brown's Lake. Carp and buffalo are the major commercial 
fish species. Brown's Lake complex also serves as an important resting 
area for fish, such as sauger, during periods of high current velocity in 
the main channel and main channel border habitats. 
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The project receives a high migratory bird use which is enhanced by the 
proximity of the area to the Green Island Wildlife Management Area. Some 
of the deeper aquatic habitat areas support submergent vegetation that is 
food for migrating, diving ducks. The shallow areas are used extensively 
by dabbling ducks and shore birds. Wood duck broods also have been noted 
in the area. 

FUTURE CONDITIONS WITHOUT THE PROJECT 

Without the proposed project, it is anticipated that sedimentation of the 
Brown's Lake area will continue at an approximate rate of 0.5 inch per 
year. At this rate, it is estimated that the aquatic habitat will be 
converted to terrestrial habitat within 25 to 50 years. During this time, 
existing emergent wetland habitat would succeed to terrestrial habitat; 
first as willows, then to silver maples and cottonwoods. Additional 
wetlands and mudflats would be created annually which would also succeed to 
terrestrial habitat. Ultimately, the area would be left with a few acres 
of wetland habitat associated with Smith's Creek drainage. 

The current diversity of fish and wildlife would steadily decline until 
fish, waterfowl, and shorebird use would be almost nonexistent. Some fish 
species might use the area to spawn during high water periods. Wood ducks 
would probably find some suitable nest cavities. Furbearer use would be 
minimal. 

Wildlife species such as white-tailed deer, woodpeckers, and squirrels 
would probably increase during this habitat change. 

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

The Brown's Lake project was selected as an environmental management 
program candidate through consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and Iowa Department of Natural Resources. The project was chosen 
because of the potential to improve and restore water habitat lost due to 
sedimentation. 

The project meets the criteria for potential, feasible projects as 
presented in the General Plan. The project meets the following specific 
criteria: 

Readiness. The project is properly defined with no significant institu- 
tional obstacles requiring resolution. This project is not subject to 
cost-sharing; advance engineering and design is sufficiently completed 
for construction with this report; permits/NEPA requirements have been 
completed; and coordination has been effected with other agencies. 
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Compatibility. The proposed project is consistent with the Fish and 
Wildlife Service Master Plan for Refuge Lands and Corps Land Use Allocation 
Plans. 

Public and Agencies Support. This project is supported by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, the Iowa DNR, and the Iowa Soil Conservation 
Commission. No known public agency has objected to this project. 

Low Operation and Maintenance Cost. The proposed project features have 
been designed for low operation and maintenance costs. 

Geographic Distribution. The project is located adequately relative to 
other Environmental Management Program proposed projects. 

Visibility. The project is visible to the public as an existing refuge. 

Corps Workload Distribution. The project is compatible with Corps 
workloads. 

Minimal Land Acquisition by the Federal Government. The project requires 
no additional fee title lands. Minor construction easements will be 
required. 

PLANNING OBJECTIVES/CONSTRAINTS 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives for this project are: 

(1) Retard the loss of fish and wildlife aquatic habitat by 
reducing sedimentation in Upper and Lower Brown's Lake. 

(2) Improve water quality for Upper Brown's Lake and Lower Brown's 
Lake by decreasing suspended sediment concentrations and increasing winter 
dissolved oxygen concentrations. 

(3) Increase fish habitat in Upper and Lower Brown's Lakes by 
dredging. 

(4) Increase fish diversity by providing varied water depths. 
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(5) increase habitat available for wintering fish by providing 
deeper water areas. 

(6) Increase bottanland hardwood diversity by increasing selected 
terrestrial elevations and reducing frequency of flooding for such 
hardwoods. 

CONSTRAINTS 

In addition to coordination and support with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Iowa DNR, and other agencies, all Corps of Engineers water 
resources planning projects are bound by all Federal and State laws and 
Executive Orders. 

DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS 

MEASURES AVAILABLE TO ADDRESS PROBLEMS 

There are two principal measures to meet the improved water quality/reduoed 
sedimentation objectives described previously: provide upland erosion 
control to prevent/reduce upland sediments from reaching Brown’s Lake and 
prevent/reduce river sediments from reaching Brown’s Lake. Both measures 
complement each other and together meet the total project objectives. 
Mechanical excavation and hydraulic dredging with terrestrial confined 
disposal appear to be the only measures available to increase aquatic 
habitat and provide bottomland hardwood diversity. 

FORMULATION CRITERIA 

Completeness 

Completeness is the extent to which a given alternative plan provides and 
accounts for all necessary investments, or other actions to ensure the 
realization of the planned effects. This may require relating the plan 
to other types of public or agency actions if they are crucial to the 
objectives. 

Effectiveness 

Effectiveness is the extent to which an alternative plan alleviates the 
specified problems and achieves the recognized opportunities. 
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Efficiency 

Efficiency is the extent to which an alternative plan is considered to be a 
cost-effective means of solving the specified problems and realizing the 
recognized opportunities. 

Acceptability 

Acceptability is the viability of an alternative plan with respect to the 
desires of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, state, local governments, 
and the public. In order to be acceptable, the plan must be in accordance 
with existing laws, regulations, and public policies. 

ALTERNATIVE A - NO FEDERAL ACTION 

No Federal action would consist of no Federal funds being provided to meet 
the project purposes. State and local funds would be required to restore 
and enhance aquatic habitat. 

ALTERNATIVE B - BASIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

The basic development plan consists of the construction of a deflection 
levee, a water control structure, an improved inlet side channel, side 
channel excavation, l%ke dredging, terrestrial dredged material disposal 
and planting of masteproducing trees. These features are shown on plate 2. 

The deflection levee would consist of an earthen embankment levee con- 
structed to a 50-year flood frequency event. A water control structure 
would be located at the junction of the new deflection levee and the 
existing Green Island Levee. A riprapped overflow section, or equivalent 
overflow consideration, would be provided to minimize overtopping damage. 
The purpose of the deflection levee and water control structure is to 
prevent Mississippi River flood flows and associated continuous sediment 
loads from directly entering Brown's Lake. Sedimentation effects are 
presented in table 2. 

The existing inlet channel to Upper Brown's Lake would be improved to 
restrict/reduce river debris and sediment from reaching Upper Brown's Lake. 
The inlet channel would be realigned with the mouth oriented downstream 
rather than the existing upstream orientation. A similar realigned mouth 
of Lainsville Slough, as completed in the early 1980rs, improved entrance 
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conditions and has performed satisfactorily. .The excavated material would 
be placed upstream and downstream of the modified inlet to provide greater 
debris blockage/deflection during overland flood flows. 

Side channel excavation would be performed adjacent to the existing Green 
Island Levee to provide year round fish access from the river to Upper 
Brown Is Lake. Material from this excavation would be placed on the river 
side of the Green Island Levee. 

Lake dredging would be performed as shown on plate 2. Approximately 
370,000 cubic yards of f ine-grained sediments would be hydraulically 
dredged and placed into a terrestrial disposal site. The terrestrial 
disposal site would be ringed by a containment levee built from adjacent 
borrow. 

The terrestrial disposal site would be filled to a depth of approximately 
6 to 8 feet. The entire disposal site would be cleared and replanted at 
the higher elevation. Replanting would principally consist of mast- 
producing trees that provide fruits/nuts to area wildlife such as wood 
ducks, wild turkeys, squirrels, and white-tailed deer. The disposal site 
also would serve as a continuation of the deflection levee. 

ALTERNATIVE C - FULL EXPANSION PLAN 

This alternative consists of all features of the Basic Development Plan as 
described above, with increased construction features as follows: provide 
an additional 500,000 cubic yards of lake dredging in both Upper and Lower 
Brown’s Lake; provide a new disposal site adjacent to Upper Brown’s Lake 
dredging areas; extend the deflection levee southerly forming a complete 
ring levee around the entire Upper and Lower Brown’s Lake; and perform 
existing side channel access cleanout and debris removal from Lainsville 
Slough. These features are shown on plate 3. 

The increased lake dredging would provide additional aquatic habitat. This 
dredging would require an additional terrestrial disposal site as shown. 
Similar treatment of the disposal site as in the basioplan is proposed. 

The extension of the deflection levee forming a ring levee would totally 
isolate Upper and Lower Brown’s Lake from Mississippi River events up 
to a 50.year frequency. An additional outlet closure structure would be 
required at the junction of the levee tie-off adjacent to Lower Brown’s 
Lake and high ground. 
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Approximately 2,000 lineal feet of Lainsville Slough is blocked by debris 
and sand sedimentation. Removal of this debris and sedimentation would 
increase fish habitat and river access to Brown's Lake. Conversely, 
removal of this natural blockage may allow sediment bedloads to enter Lower 
Brown's Lake and could decrease fish habitat in the slough. 

ALTERNATIVE D - UPLAND EROSION CONTROL 

Construction of upland erosion control facilities and management to achieve 
sound soil conservation' practices would prevent upland sedimentation from 
entering Upper Brown's Lake from the Smith's Creek watershed. Proposed 
upland erosion control would involve the installation of approximately 16 
grade stabilization structures and upland land treatment consisting of: 
580 acres of contour strip cropping; 94 water and sediment control basins; 
34,500 feet of terraces; 411 acres of conservation tillage; and 19 small 
grade stabilization structures. Through implementation of the upland 
erosion control component, it is estimated that sediment delivery to 
Brown's Lake from Smith's Creek should be reduced as shown in table 2. 

Upland erosion control is being pursued as a future, separable element of 
the Brown's Lake project as discussed under "Related Studies, Reports, and 
Existing Water Projects.,, A decision on whether to proceed with this 
component is not expected until the mid-1990,s. This timeframe will allow 
the proposed Brown's Lake features to be constructed and evaluated for 
overall sediment reduction. This project would be subject to cost sharing. 

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS 

Alternative A does not meet the rehabilitation and enhancement objectives 
for Brown's Lake. No action consequences are described in "Development of 
Alternative Plans." 

Features of Alternative C were eliminated as immediate program alternatives 
principally due to economic constraints. The increased lake dredging would 
provide an additional 240 acre-feet of aquatic habitat. Conversely, this 
increased dredging would require an additional terrestrial disposal site of 
approximately 50 acres. 

Completion of the levee forming a ring closure around Brown's Lake would 
provide management control of all waters entering and leaving Brown's Lake. 
However, fish studies have shown that such closures have tendencies to 
reduce fish species and aquatic diversity. 
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The estimated first cost of Alternative C is $6,589,000. Annual operations 
and maintenance costs of approximately $17,700 would be required to operate 
and maintain the entire levee as a water retaining structure including the 
water control structures. 

Alternative B has an estimated first cost of approximately $2,873,000 
A detailed cost estimate is presented in table 7. Annual operation and 
maintenance costs are estimated at $11,2 0, which are necessary for 
maintenance of the closure structure, nf i itial years of mast planting 
oare, and deflection levee maintenance (table 6). This plan provides a 
commensurate increase of habitat rehabilitation and enhancement consistent 
with estimated costs. 

Both Alternatives B and C provide beneficial use of the excavated/dredged 
soil. Mechanical excavation along the Green Island Levee would be placed 
on the river side of the levee to increase section. The hydraulically 
dredged lake material would be beneficially used for the planting of 
bottcmland seedings and provide a future borrow site. 

With respect to excavation along the Green Island Levee, both Alternatives 
B and C were analyzed to determine seepage effects. Seepage analyses 
showed no measureable effect from seepage into or out of the Green Island 
Levee zone. 

An evaluation of alternatives using formulation criteria from section 2 is 
shown in table 3. 

TABLE 3 

Evaluation of Alternatives 

Alternative Completeness Effectiveness Efficiency Acceptability 

A-No Federal Action No 
B-Basic Development Plan Yes 
C-Full Expansion Yes 
D-Upland Erosion Control No 

No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 

No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
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SELECTION OF FINAL PLAN 

Alternative B, Basic Development Plan, was selected as the final plan. 
This plan meets all program objectives and is cost effective. This plan 
further provides an acceptable trade-off balance between the additional 
aquatic habitat versus the loss of existing terrestrial vegetation. Should 
additional funds become available, additional lake dredging should be 
performed from the Full Expansion Plan with disposal into the primary 
disposal site of the Basic Development Plan. 

SECTION 3 - DESCRIPTION OF THE SELECTED PLAN 

PLAN COMPONENTS 

DEFLECTION LEVEE 

The deflection levee will be built to elevation 598.4 feet MSL, a 50-year 
flood event. This elevation is approximately equivalent to the elevation 
of the existing Green Island Levee system. The levee would function as a 
water deflection feature to prevent continuous flow through and subsequent 
sedimentation during Mississippi River flood events. The maximum differen- 
tial head would be less than 1 foot. It is estimated that a single water 
column of floodwater sedimentation with each event will occur with the 
deflection levee as compared to a continuous water column during uncon- 
trolled river events. The deflection levee will reduce sedimentation as 
shown in table 2. 

The levee will be built parallel to the Mississippi River approximately 200 
feet from the shoreline. The levee will start adjacent to the existing 
Green Island Levee and extend to the Lainsville Slough for an approximate 
length of 3,500 feet. The average height of the levee will be approxi- 
mately 8 to 10 feet. The levee would be built when river levels are low 
with conventional construction equipment using adjacent borrow sites as 
shown on plates 10 and 13. Side slopes of the deflection levee will be 3 
horizontal to 1 vertical. Alternative borrow is discussed under "Design 
and Construction Considerations." 

A turnaround structure will be constructed at the end of the levee near 
Lainsville Slough. Riprap will be placed at this location for protection 
from floodwater erosion. A riprapped depressed section of the deflection 
levee with crown elevation of 597.4 feet MSL also will be constructed to 
allow floodwaters to overtop the levee. This feature is not considered 
significant due to minor differential heads (less than 1 foot) and will be 
reevaluated during final design. 
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WATER CONTROL STRUCTURE 

Connecting the proposed deflection levee with Green Island Levee will be a 
water control structure which will limit the amount of water entering Upper 
Brown’s Lake. When water levels of the Mississippi River rise with heavy 
sediment bedloads, the gatewell structure will be closed to prevent such 
flows from entering Upper Brown’s Lake. The gates will remain closed with 
flows deflected from direct entrance into Brown’s Lake until the levee is 
overtopped. 

The water control structure will consist of 4 slide gates, each 5 feet by 
5 feet, with individual operating stems. Stems should be stainless steel 
to ensure ,long-term maintenance free use. Gates should be operated to 
optimally control quality and quantity of water entering Upper Brown’s 
Lake. The slide gates will operate against a 1 foot head differential. 
The concrete of the structure will provide additional dimension to allow 
future installation of sluice gates against a differential head of 
approximately 15 feet, should future expansion complete a ring levee around 
the entire Upper and Lower Brown’s Lake. 

INLET CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT 

The inlet channel will be improved as shown on plate 11. Typical cut and 
fill sections are shown on plate 15. The purpose of this modification is 
to restrict debris and bedload sedimentation from reaching the new water 
control structure and Brown’s Lake by reorienting the mouth downstream 
rather than the present upstream. Excavation could be performed by either 
land-based or floating plant dragline or clamshell. Material will be 
side-cast upstream and .dowristream of the modified entrance to provide 
additional debris deflection and service access to the entrance. Finished 
side slopes of 4 horizontal to 1 vertical for the excavated material, along 
will immediate seeding, should stabilize this area against overland flood 
erosion. 

SIDE CHANNEL EXCAVATION 

Side channel excavation will be performed adjacent to the existing Green 
Island Levee as shown on plates 2 and 15. The centerline of the proposed 
excavation will be approximately 115 feet from the centerline of the Green 
Island Levee. Excavation could be performed by land-based or floating- 
plant dragline or clamshell. Material will be side-cast onto the river 
side of the Green Island Levee to provide additional levee section, 
stability; and future borrow. Material from the last reach of access 
channel leading into Upper Brown’s will be side-cast to the west to provide 
a connecting service.from the levee. 
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LAKE DREDGING 

Lake dredging is proposed as shown on plate 2. Dredging will be performed 
to ensure a minimum maintained water depth of 7 feet below flat pool as 
shown in table 5. Occasional deep holes approximately 20 feet in depth 
will be provided for diversity. 

TERRESTRIAL DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL 

The terrestrial dredged material disposal area with typical sections is 
shown on plates 13 and 14. The containment levee will be placed using 
adjacent borrow. Clearing for the containment levee, borrow and disposal 
site will be required. The approximate height of the containment levee 
will vary from 8 feet, to 10 feet which will allow a dredged material depth 
of 6 to 8 feet. Table 4 provides a comparison between the 6- and 8-foot 
dredged material depths. 

TABLE 4 

Contrast of Hydraulically Dredged Material Containment Depths 

Disposal Depth 
Area, Acres 6 feet i 8 feet 

Volume, YD3 Volume, YD3 / I 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 

145,200 
193,600 
242,000 
290,400 
338,800 
387,200 
435,600 
484,000 
532,400 
580,800 
629,200 

193,600 
258,200 
322,700 
387,200 
451,700 
516,300 
580,800 
645,300 
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Column settling analyses were performed to determine the required dredged 
water detention time and total volume for dredged material containment as 
presented in appendix D. The dredged material will require approximately 
14 hours of settling time to meet effluent water quality and will occupy an 
initial volume approximately 1.5 times larger than the in situ sediments. 

The disposal site will be replanted with species such as swamp white oak, 
pin oak, northern pecan, and shell bark hickory after sufficient drying/ 
consolidation. Seedlings 2 to 3 feet in height are proposed. Trees should 
be spaced approximately 1 tree per 100 square feet and placed in rows to 
facilitate maintenance mowing during initial years of tree establishment. 
Lack of maintenance mowing during these years will result in these trees 
being overtaken by volunteer vegetation/trees. Herbicides should be used 
during the maintenance period to assist seedlings in competing against 
volunteer herbaceous species. After oonstruction, the disposal site must 
consolidate/dry before tree planting. Fall planting should be effected to 
avoid spring flooding damage and allow planting during the normal dormant 
stage. 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS 

EXISTING SITE ELEVATIONS 

As shown on plates 10 and 13, the entire construction zone is located 
within the floodplain of the Xiasisslppi Riveti. Existing ground elevation 
of the deflection levee ranges from approximately elevation.588 to 590 feet 
MSL which corresponds to anapproxImate 2-year flood event. 

The cost estimate for the proposed features Is based on use of conventional 
earthmoving and compaotion equipment. It is estimated that such oonstruc- 
tlon can normally occur during the months of July through February. 
Unusually wet fall years could affect oonstruction oontract expenditures. 

BORROW SITES 

Initial borrow sites have been located at high ground locations as shown 
on plate 13. It is estimated that with normal pool conditions from July 
through February of each year , construction equipment can excavate from 
borrow sites down to elevation 586 feet MSL without unreasonable excava- 
tion or drying techniques. A borrow site alternative consists of using 
hydraulically dredged sand from Lower Brown’s Lake. Side slopes on the 
deflection levee would be increased to 4 horizontal to 1 vertical. 

Where practical, the final design will require wetland development by exca- 
vating borrow sites to elevation 583.0 feet MSL. 
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DREDGING DEPTHS AND EQUIPMENT 

With the exception of selected deep hole dredging, dredging depth was based 
on Water clearances as shown in table 5. 

TABLE 5 

Basis of Dredging Depth --- 

Elevation (MSL) Description 

583.0 Pool 13 flat pool 

- 1.0 Present low-flow winter 
regulation 

- 7.0 Maintained water depth l 

- 1.0 100 years of sediment 
(.l inch per year) 

574.0 Minimum dredge depth 

l A depth of 6 to 8 feet is typical of existing side channels. 

A cutter head dredge approximately 10 to 14 inches in size, will be 
required to remove the soft overburden and original firm alluvium. 
Intermittent tree stumps would be removed by a dragline/clamshell. 
Explosives would be allowed for stump removal. A stump survey will be 
conducted during preparation of final plans and specifications. 

EROSION CONTROL 

Riprap is proposed at the river face of the water control structure as 
shown on plate 16 to provide proteotion against entrance flow erosion and 
wind-generated wave erosion and at the depressed section during controlled 
overtopping. Additional riprap is proposed at the terminus of the 
deflection levee adjacent to Lainsville Slough. 

An estimated width of 200 feet of existing forest will remain between the 
deflection levee and the Mississippi River. This zone should adequately 
buffer the new deflection levee from Mississippi River events. A similar 
buffer zone in the adjacent Green Island Levee area has performed 
satisfactorily. An existing forest zone of approximately 50 feet will 
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remain between the riverside of the dredged material containment levee and 
Lainsville Slough. Construction and borrow in these buffer zones should 
not occur. 

t'!,, ,E iy < v' CY 

DREDGED DISPUZ& SITE 

The final design will provide contractor options for disposal methods while 
meeting effluent standards. It is anticipated that the final design will 
require a two-cell disposal area. One cell would be in use while the other 
cell would be settling and consolidating. For ponding depths of 1 to 2 
feet, minimum settling time ranges from 14 hours to 33 hours to meet an 
overall removal objective efficiency of 96 percent (see appendix D). The 
final area required for disposal may vary due to sediment types and 
settling characteristics. 

PERMITS 

A Section 404 process of the Clean Water Act will be completed prior to 
submission of this report for final approval. A Section 401 water quality 
certificate and Section 404(b)(l) evaluation are contained in the Environ- 
mental Assessment in appendices B and C, respectively. 

A consolidation/drying period of the disposal site will be required prior 
to final mast tree planting. This work will be performed by a subsequent 
construction contract. Coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the Iowa DNR will be during the final design of this 
phase regarding the species practices, planting layouts and 
elevation control. 

REAL ESTATE REQUIREMENTS \"' . 

LOCAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT/COST-SHARING 

The project is proposed for 100 percent Federal funding for first costs. 
The Brown's Lake project area is part of the Upper Mississippi River 
National Wildlife and Fish Refuge. The Water Resources Development Act of 
1986 (Public Law 99-662) is the basis for first cost Federal funding and 
provides: 
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Section 906. FISH AND WILDLIFE MITIGATION. 

(e) . . . the first costs of such enhancement shall 
be a federal cost when - 

(3) such activities are located on lands managed 
as a national wildlife refuge. 

CONSTRUCTION EASEMENTS 

All project features are located on lands owned by the Federal Government. 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has provided a letter of consent 
authorizing work on Department of Interior lands. A construction 
easement/agreement with the Green Island Levee District will be required 
for construction access purposes and placement of excavated soil. 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

OPERATION 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service would be the responsible agency for 
operation and maintenance. The estimated annual operation costs are 
presented in table 6. 

Item 

TABLE 6 

Estimated Annual Operation and Maintenance Costs 
(June 1987 Price Level) 

Quantity Unit 
unit Total 
costs costs 

Operation 
Gate Control 

Maintenance 
Inspection 
Mow deflection levee/ 

seedling care 
(3 mowings) 

Herbicide treatment 
of seedling area 

Debris removal 
Total Annual Operation and 

Maintenance 

80 hr 17 1,360 

40 hr 17 680 

126 ac 30 3,780 

43 ac 80 3,440 
40 hr 50 2,000 

11,260 
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The gates of the water control. structure should be operated in an open 
position except for most Mississippi River flood events. When Mississippi 
River flood events occur or when flood flows from the Maquoketa River 
produce significantly turbid entrance flows, all gates in the closure 
structure should be closed. An Operations and Maintenance Manual will be 
prepared by Rock Island District for U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service use 
prior to construction completion. 

MAINTENANCE 

The proposed features have been designed to ensure low annual maintenance 
requirements with the estimated annual maintenance costs presented in 
table 6. After construction, the main deflection levee should be mowed 
periodically to prevent growth of trees and brush. This procedure will 
ensure future flexibility if a Brown’s Lake total levee closure were 
constructed. 

The water control structure should be annually inspected to ensure gates, 
seals, and equipment are performing satisfactorily. Riprap in the vicinity 
of the control structure and at the deflection levee terminus should be 
inspected annually to ensure riprap blanket integrity and effectiveness. 
Debris immediately upstream of the water control structure should be 
removed as needed to prevent gate jamming with associated fresh water flow 
loss into Upper Brown’s Lake. 

LONG-TERM MONITORING 

Proposed monitoring ranges are shown on plate 17. Monitoring under the 
Long-Term Resource Monitoring element of the Environmental Management 
Program minimally should be accomplished as follows: 

(1) Establish base sedimentation ranges in the Brown’s Lake 
complex, including Lainsville Slough, and perform annual sedimentation 
measurements at the same ranges to assess effects of the proposed project. 

(2) Perform ground surface measurements to provide erosion 
estimates of the deflection levee and the containment levee. 

(3) Perform in-stream flow measurements relative to river stage 
through the water control structure and Lainsville Slough to verify inflow 
effectiveness and improve gate operation. 
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(4) Perform dissolved oxygen concentrations during critical 
seasons at fixed stations to verify project effectiveness. 

(5) Perform soundings of dredged lake and access channels to 
provide estimates of channel sloughing. 

(6) Perform bottomland hardwood survival inventories of planted 
species to assess survival rates and productivity in Brown's Lake and 
Lainsville Slough. 

(7) Perform 
features. 

fishery inventories to assess effects from project 

(8) Perform submergent vegetation inventories in Brown's Lake and 
Lainsville Slough to assess effects from project features. 

(9) Perform associated monitoring as need dictates. 

COST ESTIMATE 

A detailed estimate of cost is presented in table 7. Quantities may vary 
during final design. 

TABLE 7 

Detailed Estimate of Cost 
(June 1987 Price Level) 

Item 

Deflection Levee 
Clearing 
Stripping 
Embankment Fill 
Riprap 
Seeding 

Unit 
Quantity Unit Cost($) 

7 ao 2,ooo.oo 14,000 
5,300 yd3 2.00 10,600 

50,200 yd3 4.00 200,800 
5,600 ton 26.00 145,600 

7 ac 1,500.00 10,500 

Total 
($) cost 

381,500 
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TABLE 7 (Cont'd) 

Water Control Structure 
.Embankment Fill 
Excavation 
Concrete 
Dewatering 
Slide Gates 

5,200 yd3 6.00 
3,100 yd3 6.00 

485 yd3 350.00 
60 Days 300.00 

4 ea 8,000.OO 

Channel to Water Control Structure 
Clearing 1 
Excavation 8,600 
Seeding 2 

Channel from Water Control Structure 
to Upper Brown's 

Excavation 6,300 
Clearing 1 
Seeding 5 

Confined Disposal Site 
Clearing 
Confinement Levee Fill 
Mast Planting/Revegetation 

43 
34,900 

43 

Hydraulic Dredging 370,000 yd3 3.50 1,295,ooo 

Subtotal 2,190,000 
Contingencies (15%) 129.000 

Estimated Construction Cost 2,519,ooo 

Engineering and Design (8%) 202,000 
Supervision and Administration (6%) 152,000 

TOTAL 2,873,OOO 

SUMMARY OF PLAN ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND EFFECTS --- 

PROJECT DATA SUMMARY 

ac 2,ooo.oo 
yd3 3.50 
ac 1,500.00 

yd3 3.50 22,050 
ac 2,ooo.oo 2,000 
ac 1,500.00 7,500 

ac 1,500.00 64,500 
yd3 2.00 69,800 
ac 1 ,ooo.oo 43,000 

31,200 
18,600 

169,750 
18,000 
32,000 __---- 

269,550 

2,000 
30,100 

3,000 

359100 

31,550 

177,300 

Table 8 presents a summary of project data. 
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TABLE 8 

Project Data Summary --.__---- 

Deflection Levee 
Embankment Fill 
Length 
Crown elevation 
Side slopes 
Riprap 
Overflow section 

Length 
Overflow elevation 

Estimated Sediment Effects 
Existing annual river sedimentation 

Volume 
Average depth 

Annual river sedimentation with 
project implemented 

Volume 
Average depth 

Water Control Structure 
Type 

Gates 
Invert elevation 
Trashracks 

Modified Inlet Channel 
Length 
Invert elevation 
Section dimension 

Side slopes 2:l 

Access Channei Adjacent 
to Green Island Levee 

Length 
Invert elevation 
Section dimension 

Side slopes 2:l 

Terrestrial Dredged Material Site 
Containment levee 
Material depth 
Area 
Capacity 

55,400 
3,500 
598.4 

3:l 
5,600 

250 
597.4 

cubic yards 
feet 
feet MSL 
H:V 
tons 

feet 
feet MSL 

25.2 acre-feet 
0.4 inch 

5.1 acre-feet 
0.1 inch 

4-51x5' 
577.0 

slide gate in 
embankment fill 
slide gates 
feet MSL 
upper and lower ends 

1,200 
574.0 

feet 
feet MSL 
Bottom (invert) width 
of 30 feet 
H:V 

4,000 
574.0 

feet 
feet MSL 
Bottom (invert) width 
of 30 feet 
H:V 

5,000 feet 
a feet 

43 acres 
550,000 cubic yards 
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TABLE 8 (Cont'd) 

Mast Planting at Disposal Site 
Pin Oak 
Northern Pecan 
Shellbark Hickory 
Black Walnut 

Total planting area 

Lake Dredging 
Volume 
Invert elevation 
Deep hole invert elevation 

6,000 
4,000 
4,000 
1,000 

35 

370,000 cubic yards 
574.0 (9' from flat pool) 
563.0 (20' from flat pool) 

each 
each 
each 
each 

acres 

EFFECTS 

The proposed project will reduce sedimentation in both Upper and Lower 
Brown's Lake due to the construction of the deflection levee and inlet 
water control structure. By selecting desirable river inlet water, 
improved lake water quality will benefit both aquatic and waterfowl 
habitat. Bottcmland hardwood revegetation will benefit terrestrial 
habitat. Side access channel and lake dredging will increase aquatic 
habitat. 

SECTION 4 - PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 

SCHEDULE FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

Table 9 presents the schedule of project completion steps. 
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TABLE 9 

Project Implementation Schedule -- 

Requirement 

Submission of Draft DPR to Corps 
of Engineers, North Central Division 
for Review 

Distribution of DPR for Public and 
Agency Review 

Submit Final and Public Reviewed DPR 
to the Chief of Engineers for Review, 
Approval and Funding for Plans and 
Specifications 

Receive Plan and Specification Funds 

Construction approval by Assistant 
Secretary, of the Army (Civil Works) 

Initiate Real Estate Permits/Agreement 

Submit Final Plans and Specifications 
to North Central Division for Review 
and Approval 

Obtain Real Estate Permits/Agreement 

Advertise Contract 

Award Contract 

Complete Construction 

Complete Revegetation 

IMPLEMENTATION RESPONSIBILITIES AND VIEWS 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

Scheduled 
Date 

Jun 87 

Ott 87 

Nov 87 

Dee 87 

Jan 88 

Feb 88 

Mar 88 

Apr 88 

May 88 

Jun 88 

Sep 90 

Sep 92 

The Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District, is responsible for project 
management and coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the 
State of Iowa, and other affected agencies. The Rock Island District will 
submit the subject detailed project report; program funds; finalize plans 
and specifications; complete all NEPA requirements; advertise and award a 
construction contract; and perform construction contract supervision and 
administration. 
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U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will ensure that adequate operation and 
maintenance functions are performed. Authorization has been provided to 
the Corps of Engineers for construction on Fish and Wildlife owned lands. 

COORDINATION, PUBLIC VIEWS, AND COMMENTS 

COORDINATION MEETINGS 

Close coordination between the Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and the Iowa Department of Natural Resources personnel 
was effected during the study period. A listing of meetings follows: 

(1) March 14, 1986, discussed project scope and objectives. 

(2) Septemb er 22, 1986, discussed project scope and objectives. 

(3) March 13, 1987, rescoped project objectives. 

(4) April 24, 1987, performed site visit. 

(5) June 8, 1987, performed site visit to verify alternatives. 

(6) August 23, 1987, reviewed draft DPR. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS 

This project meets the requirements of the National Environmental Policy 
Act as evidenced by the attached Environmental Assessment and Finding of No 
Significant Impact. 
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SECTION 5 - RECOMMENDATION 

I recommend that the Basic Development Plan, consisting of a deflection 
levee, water control structure, side channel access excavation, and lake 
dredging, be approved for implementation as a 100 percent Federal project 
under the authorization of the Upper Mississippi River System-Environmental 
Management Program authority. 

f&4 

I 
. 

eil . Smart 
Colonel, U.S. Army 
District Engineer 
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